God’s Love Made Complete

In 1998, Fielding and Flossie Fromberg served on their first Faith In Practice team. In the next nearly twenty years, Fielding and Flossie often served on more than one team annually, he as an anesthesiologist, she running the OR board. They went wherever we asked, exploring new locations in Guatemala, stepping out in faith time and time again. Fielding served on the Faith In Practice board for many years and continues to recruit anesthesia providers for our teams. On more than one occasion, Fielding has said that, second to his family, Faith In Practice is the most important thing in his life.

Each time he has said this, it has given me pause. It doesn’t seem quite right, because it implies somehow that Faith In Practice is something separate and apart from Fielding and Flossie Fromberg. And that simply is not true. Fielding and

When Anxiety was Great Within Me

All of us in the Houston office thank you for your prayers and concern as Harvey raged. May we learn from our brothers and sisters in Guatemala and find ourselves not only consoled, but find joy in our souls, like they do.

Read more

Gala - "If We Love..."

Join us October 26 at the Westin Galleria as we honor Dr. Fielding & Mrs. Flossie Fromberg and Dr. Sean & Mrs. Rachel Boutros.

Chaired by Mr. Curt & Mrs. Sharon Webb and Dr. J.R. & Mrs. Jennifer Cali, the event will celebrate the honorees' commitment to service, which is rooted in
Flossie have played an important role in defining who and what Faith In Practice is. They have molded it, formed it. They have set the bar. On our best days, we reflect Fielding and Flossie. On our best days.

With a youthfulness that belies their years, they see wonder and miracle. In moments of crisis and confusion, they provide a calming presence, a quiet wisdom. The Frombergs never lose sight of the bigger picture. And in so doing, they help us see it, too. Always keeping their focus on God’s call to serve with humility, grace, and laughter, they call us to do the same. Fielding and Flossie embody the words of I John. In the two of them, God’s love is made complete. Complete with laughter and contagious joy.

The Frombergs are honorees of our upcoming Gala, “If We Love...,” sharing the honor with Dr. Sean and Rachel Boutros. When asked if Sean and Rachel would consider accepting the honor alongside the Frombergs, Sean hesitated. He felt that he was not worthy to share that stage. Sean met Fielding ten years ago, when still single. Sean reflects, “I remember thinking to myself, that’s what I want. Who I want to be. I want to be a man who is fantastic at what he does professionally, who is truly kind, funny, interesting, but I want to live my life with a partner by my side like Flossie.” Sean later found just that in Rachel.

Sean went on to say that there are those who begin life well, and those who live the later years of their lives well. He said that Fielding and Flossie have managed to do both.

We could not agree more. The Frombergs have been our guide. A witness of what it is to fully place their faith into practice. They have been, and are, an inspiration not only to Sean and Rachel but to hundreds of Faith In Practice volunteers. To us all.

Rev. Linda L. McCarty
President & CEO

Read more about Sean’s work in Guatemala and meet two of his patients in the sidebar articles.